
Vacuum forming - case making

You can make a mold out of whatever you like, that is strong, won't deform or get damaged when pressed.
I am using hobbyist clay.

When the plastic on the frame is in the oven, it will sag, so rather than making a holding frame, bought a cheap kitchen
cooking tin foil container:



To make a symmetrical case, I folded paper in half and cut out the shape with scissors. Naturally, I worked out the sizes I
needed for the case first, the paper trick was just to make sure the shape was sound.

I then cut a piece of mounting board to that size, to form the clay onto.



The size will fit the console boards inside and the components needed, this is just to illustrate where things go:
The bottom grey areas will be speaker holes, the top blue sections will be joysticks or control buttons, yellow area a d-pad
and orange for control buttons. The green tops are for shoulder buttons.

This casing will be suitable for an N64, PSone, TurboGrafx, Retro Duo (SNES), and several others too.



Must be sanded very smooth as any imperfections will show through the plastic.



Mold, once fully sanded and dry (about 4 days to dry), put onto vacuum table.

Plastic sheet secured onto frame by four bulldog clips (one per side) and placed on top of the foil container, put into pre-
heated oven (220 celcius); when plastic is starting to bow, about 2", turn vacuum cleaner on, remove frame from oven (wear
oven gloves!), put onto mold straightly and hold in place for a few seconds.

When cool, press the centre of the mold gently and it should pop out of the plastic (as long as your mold sides are straight or
curved outwards of course). If the mold is attached to the plastic, after about 10 seconds out of the oven the plastic is strong
enough to be pushed out of the mold if you are careful.



Here is a pic of my layout; vacuum cleaner at the ready, tin foil container ready...

And the final result - just needs a little fine tuning, and I will have it perfect! The plastic I used is called "Styrene"
(unexpanded polystyrene) also known as Plasticard: 2mm thick (0.080").





It is then just a case of using a craft knife to cut out the outline, popping the case out, sanding it smooth and sanding it flat.




